INCOMEX
A real-time high accuracy income
prediction solution.
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Upgrade from scraping
tools for more accurate
income assessment.
The challenges
Accurate assessment of income is critical at several points of the lending journey
pre-approval, cross-selling and underwriting. It plays an important role in determining
ability to repay, which is critical for underwriting unsecured loans.
Until recently, lenders had two options for determining income.
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The creditvidya advantage
CreditVidya’s IncomeX is has revolutionized the process of income determination for
lenders. Unlike scraping tools, IncomeX is based on the extraction of alternative data
to which is applied a deep neural net model. Embedded in the app of the lender, the
algorithm identiﬁes an individual’s income with >90% accuracy. The product has two
components:

TrueSalary

Income group
behaviour

It accurately identiﬁes the income of

Where the data is insuﬃcient to predict

the individual.

exact income, it places the individual
within a likely income band, with 90%
accuracy.

Benefits
Superior customer experience - no

Takes under 5 mins to integrate the

sharing bank IDs and passwords

SDK into the lender's app

Signiﬁcant reduction in the cost of
income veriﬁcation

Higher accuracy
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Real-time assessment

Fast - within just 60 seconds
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Following are illustrations of the performance of IncomeX for a leading NBFC. IncomeX helped the lender to assess income for 700% more users, compared with the
existing bank statement scraping tool.
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Having established the accuracy of TrueSalary, this was used as a benchmark to test
the performance of Group Behavior Income. The ﬁndings were signiﬁcant:
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Users for whom TrueSalary
couldn’t be done

Trained on 1+ Million
user’s data

Group Behaviour
Income

Deep Neural Net Model

Data Source used

Search over grid

Cross Validated &

SMS, Calls, Apps &

space of million

Out of Time

Contacts

NN architectures

tested

Normalized
Training

Prediction in buckets
<20k | 20k-30k | 30k-40k | 40k-50k | >50k
WITH 90% ACCURACY

IncomeX predicted the exact Group Behavior Income for 86% of the users
It ensured that for 90% of the users, the predictions were below or equal to the
income group, thus ensuring low overprediction rates.

IncomeX Bucket

TrueSalary
Bucket

<20k

20k-30k

30k-40k

40k-50k

50k+

<20k

85.7%

8.8%

2.1%

1.5%

1.9%

20k-30k

7.8%

83.2%

5.2%

1.6%

2.1%

30k-40k

5.4%

1.9%

85.8%

3.8%

3.1%

40k-50k

2.9%

1.5%

1.2%

91.7%

2.7%

50k+

3.0%

1.0%

0.8%

1.7%

93.6%

The accuracy of Group Income Behaviour prediction was 90%
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Proven impact
For a digital lending app, amongst the users who showed intent by verifying
their mobile number, IncomeX was able accurately assess income for 700%
more users, compared with the existing bank statement scraping tool.
The TAT for determining income was reduced from over 24 hours to under 1
minute, since there was no need for uploading documents or physical veriﬁcation.
A leading NBFC increased its approval rates by 2X for consumer durable loan
applicants
Another NBFC began cross-sell, up-sell programs and pre-approved oﬀers for
larger ticket loans, due to the ability to accurately and easily assess aﬄuence
levels of their customers.
One of the pioneers of digital lending in India introduced IncomeX prior to bank
statement scraping, in order to improve customer experience and reduce the
drop-oﬀ rate.
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INCOMEX
To learn more about how CreditVidya can help
your retail lending business, write to us at
info@creditvidya.com

2nd Floor, Block 2, My Home Hub,
Hitech City Road, Hyderabad,
Telangana - 500 081
040-4852 1334
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Disclaimer: "The information contained in this electronic communication and/or in any of the attached ﬁles is conﬁdential and proprietary information of InfoCredit Services Private Limited and is intended solely for the individual(s) or entity to which it is addressed. It may also contain legally
privileged information. Any review, retransmission, dissemination, printing, copying or other use of, or taking any action in reliance on the contents of
this information by person(s) or entities other than the intended recipient is unauthorized, strictly prohibited and may even be unlawful. If you have
received this electronic communication or any part thereof in error, please notify us immediately by reply email and permanently delete all copies of
this electronic communication and any attachments thereof from your system(s). The contents of this electronic communication do not necessarily
represent the views or policies of InfoCredit Services Private Limited with respect to the subject matter hereof."

